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SOME EINSTEIN PRODUCT MANIFOLDS

Joon-Sik Park and Kyung-Suk Moon

Abstract In this paper, we get conditions for the natural projec
tions of some product manifolds with varying metrics of two Riemann^ 
lan manifolds to be harmonic, and necessary and sufficient conditions 
for some product manifolds with the harmonic natural projections of 
two Emstem manifolds to be Einstein manifolds.

1. Introduction

For complete Riemannian manifolds (Af, g)} (JV, h), a smooth map 
© : M ——> N is said to be harmonic if = 0, namely, the tension 
field r(^>) vanishes identically (cf. [2]).

On the other hand, harmonic maps © between compact Riemannian 
manifolds (M, g) ajid (N、h) are the extrema of the energy functional 
E(S) — I JM|| d© \\2dvg. This suggests a variational approach to find
ing harmonic mappings.

A Riemannian metric g is called Einstein if its Ricci tensor satisfies 
Rzc(g) = kg for some constant k.

In this paper we get necessary and sufficient conditions for some 
product manifolds (B x Fy g + fg) of two Einstein manifolds (B, g) and 
(F, g) by / to be Einstein manifolds(cf [1]) And under assumptions 
that the natural projections tv . B x F ——> B and a : B x F —> F 
are harmonic, we obtain the complete conditions for product man
ifolds with varying metrics (warped product manifolds, twisted mani
folds, and doubly warped product manifolds) of two Einstein manifolds
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(B,g) and by / to be Einstein manifolds(cf. Proposition 2.4, 3.4, 
4.4, and Theorem 2.6, 3.6, 4.6).

2. The warped product manifold

Let (B〉g) (resp. (F, ^)) be an n-dimensional (resp. p-dimensional) 
Riemannian manifold and f a positive smooth function on B. The 
warped product manifold M — BxfF is the differentiable product 
manifold B x F equipped with the metric g defined by § := g + f2gy 
i.e.,

(2.1) °(X, Y) = g(g「*X〉兀* Y) + f2g(^X, j Y)

for each tangent vector X, Y on M. From now on in this paper, tv (resp. 
cr) is the canonical projection of M onto B (resp. F). The curvature 
tensor R of (M, g) is given by R(X, Y)Z — V^VyZ — Vy — 
V[x Y]Zy (X, y, Z e X(M)), where V is the Levi-Civita connection of 
(A爲).

For a local coordinate system (ua) of B, the metric tensor g has 
the components gab, where gab = g(島，證).Similarly, for a local 
coordinate system (z产)of F, g has the components gxy.

Throughout this paper, the indices a, 6, c,... (resp. 饥 z,….)run 
over {1, 2, .. , n} (resp. (n + 1, n + 2, ., n + p}) and the indices 

fc,... run over the range (1, 2,..., n +p}, and the summation con
vention is used with respect to those systems of indices. Then, for the 
local coordinate system (uT) of M = BxyF, g has the components gl3.

If / = 1一，then Bx了F reduces to a Riemannian product manifold. B 
is called the base of M = F a fibre and f a warping function.

In this paper, we denote by (resp. Vx) the components of the 
covariant derivative with respect to g (resp. p) and (fe°c} (resp. (y\}) 
the Christoffel symbols of g (resp. g) on (B,g) (resp. (F,0)).

The following Lemmas are easily obtained.

—-——

Lemma 2•고. The Christoffel symbols {我} of the Ltvz-Ctvita con
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nectton V on the warped product manifold M are given as follows: 

(2 2) J L%} = {b%}'匕％} =fbgha9yz->
\ {克} =O = f 1fb^zX^ {£z}=号z}-> 

where fb := df/difi and 妒、)：=(如>广.

Lemma 2.2. Let R, R and R be the curvature tensors of (Byg)7 
(F> g) and the warped product mamfold (M, g) respectively. Then

( 瓦be저 = R사宀 Rayc^ = f~1SyW^afc,
(2.3) { Rayzd = ~fgdC9yz^afc->

I R.yzw = Rxyzw + II df \\^gxz6yw 一 臥")

■〜■ 2 t

and the others RZJk of are zero, where || df ||5 = fafby -
We get from Lemma 2.1 and 2.2

Lemma 2.3. Let S} S be S be the Ricci tensors of (B,g), (F, g) 
and the warped product manifold (M, g) respectively. Then 

..f Sab = Sab - pf~1Vafb, Sax = 0,
(2 4)〈〜 — ,

[ Sc 장 = SXy + fgXy^gf + (1 — p)|| df \\g9 Xy J 

where △〃 ：= -gda^afd-

Using (2 1) and Lemma 2.3, we get

Proposition 2.4. Let (B, g) and (F, g) be n~dimensional and p~ 
dimensional Einstein manifolds with Einstein constants fci, respec
tively. Then, the warped product mamfold (M = BxfFy g) %s an 
Emstezn manifold with Eznstem constant k zf and only if

(^1 — ©gab 一 pf afb = 0,
、&2 — kf2 + /+ (1 — P)|| df ||* = 0.

(2.5)
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The tension field r(^>) of a C°°-xnap(f> between two Riemannian 
manifolds (M, g) and (TV, h) can be expressed using the local coordi
nates G") on M and (ya) on N as follows(cf. [2]).

(2.6) ® - *号 + 如财"如B 尚&•

. -〜-
Here I命气「伊产 are Cristoffel symbols on (Af, 5), (TV, h) respectively 
and(f)3a is the matrix representation of d(f)with respect to the chosen 
frame fields, and (g第)：=(如广'and 如尸:=d(p3a/dxz.

모he following can be obtained by using Lemma 2.1 and (2.6).

Lemma 2.5. Let tt (resp. a) be the canonical projection of the 
warped product manifold (M, g) onto (B〉g) {resp. (F,^)). Then a is 
harmonic, and tv ts harmomc tff f is a constant.

By virtue of Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, we get

Theorem 2.6. Let (B, p) and (F, g) be Einstein manifolds with 
Emstezn constants 炽 respectively, and % a harmonic mapping. 
Then, the warped product manifold (M = BxfF, 0) zs an Einstem 
manifold with Einstein constant k zf and only if

(2.12) k — ki =厂 M2.

3. The twisted manifold

Let (B,5)(resp. (F> g)) be an n-dimensional (resp. p-dimensional) 
Riemannian manifold and f a positive smooth function on B x F. The 
twisted manifold M = BxfF is the diffe호entiable product manifold 
B x F equipped with the metric g defined by 0 := g + f2g^ i.e.,

(3.1)硏 X, Y) = g(7「*X, 7r*y)+ /勺(b*X, b J)

for each tangent vector X, Y on M.
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The following Lemmas are easily obtained.

Lemma 3.1. The Chnstoffel symbols "%} of the Lev%~Civita con- 
nectzon V on the twisted manifold M are given as follows:

{&%) = {曜c}, {baz} = 0, (yaz} = -ffbgbagyz
◎•2)〈喪=o, {^}=厂"' •

+ f-\fy3zx + fzSyx - fwgxwgyz).

Lemma 3.2. The relations of the local components of the curvature 
tensors of (B, g), (F, g) and the twisted mamfold (M, g} are as follows

Rabcd = Rabc\ Ray" =厂W飢fc,

Rayzd = -fgdC9yz^afc,

RayZW = 严饥函小)，

(3-3) Rxycw =厂誓广瓦"-原岫ch),

Rxyz = f 9(9hz, yfb —9yz"^ xfb)i

RxyzW = Rxyz w + \\df llj/如 - II df \\^3ywgzx

、+ 厂号"-6xwvzfy + gwu9z^ufy - gwugzy^ufx).

and the others of (M,g) are zero, where da := d/dua.
We obtain from Lemma 3.1 and 3.2

Lemma 3.3. Let S, S and S be the Rzcct tensors of (.8, g), (F, g) 
and the twisted mamfold (M, g) respectively Then

(Sab =新-Pf~1^afb, Sax = (1 -p)/~1VQy；c,
(3.4) { Sxy = Sxy + (p — 1)|| df \\g2gXy + (2 — p)f~1^yfx

[ + f9xy^~f.
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Using (3.1) and Lemma 3.3, we get

Proposition 3.4. Let (B)g) and (F, 3) be n-dimensional and p 
(> 2)-dimensional Emstem manifolds with Einstein constants k、 
respectively. Then, the twisted mamfold (M = Bx fF} g) is an Einstem 
mamfold with Einstein constant k tf and only if

{
{kl - k)gab ~Pf~1^afb = 0, f~Vfafx = Oafx, 
{(化2 -材2) + (p - 1)|| df ||-2

+ f }dxy + (2 — P)f~1^yfx = 0.

The following can be obtained by using (2.6) and Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.5. Let % (resp. cr) be the canonical projection of the 
twisted mamfold (M, g) onto (B〉g) (resp. (F)g))• Then tv is harmonic 
iff fc = 0 (c — 1, 2,, n). Moreover, if p = 2 , a is harmonic, and if 
p > 2, a is harmonic iff fz = Q (z = n + 1, n + 2,・..，n + 但).

By virtue of Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we get

Theorem 3.6. Let (B)g) and (F〉g、)be Emstem manifolds with 
Emstezn constants " respectively. Assume f is a harmonic func
tion, zs a harmomc map, and dimF = 2. Then, the twisted mamfold 
(M = Bx fF} 0) zs an Eznstetn mamfold with Einstein constant k zf 
and only zf ~

k =
II df II-2 = kf — k2.

4. The doubly warped product manifold

Let (B,g) (resp. (F, p)) be an n-dimensional (reap, p-dimensional) 
Riemannian manifold and f (resp. h) a positive smooth function on

(3.6) <
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B (resp. F). The doubly warped product manifold M = is
the differentiable product manifold B x F equipped with the metric g 
defined by g := h2g + f2g^ i.e.,

(4.1)硏X, V) = h?g(gX)心 Y) + 产。(o*X, b*Y)

for each tengent vector X, F on Af , where tt (resp. ct) is the canonical 
projection of M onto B (resp. F).

The following Lemmas are easily obtained.

Lemma 4.1. The Chnstoffel symbols {/} of the Levi-Czvita con
nection V on the doubly warped product mamfold M are given as fol
lows:

'%} = {b%}’ = h lhz3ba^

(4-2) < {X} = -fh-2fbgbagyz, 真 = 나Lh，矿g

[ {段} = 厂Wz", {사 = {落}•

Lemma 4.2. Let R, R and R be the curvature tensors of (B, g), 
(F, 0)and the doubly warped product manifold (M, g} respectively.

Then

Rabcd = Rabcd + r2\\ dh \\s\dbdgca - 8adgcb),

Rabcw = hf-3hzgwz(fagbc~ fbgac),

Rabzd = (V)-1^(/bV-/aV),

(4.3)

Raycd = 一 "gacgde、

瓦"= /-15ywVa/c + hf~2gacgzw^yhz, 

Rayzd = —fLgdc 弱方詩c— hTRdPyhz 

RayZw = - hz6ywl
RXycW =（街‘）一勺営/"財"一膈

5 d ■^xyz

Rxyz

fh~3fagda(hxgyz 一 hygxz).
w =Rxyzw - h~2\\ df ||*(%*爲"-E『), 
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and the others R勺「of (M, g) are zero.
The following Lemma can be obtained by using Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.3. Let S〉S and S be the Ricci tensors of (B)g), (F,g) 
and the doubly warped product manifold (Af, g) respectively. Then

(sab = Sab + (1 - n)/-2H dh \(^gab + hf~2gab^gh - pf^'Q afb,
(4.4) ( Sax = \n + p - 2')(hf)~1hxfa,

^Sxy = sxy + (1 -p)h~2W df II；知/ + fh~2gxy/^gf - nh~r^xhy.

We get from (4.1) and Lemma 4.3

Proposition 4.4. Let (B〉g) and (F, g) be n-dimensional and p- 
(hmensional Einstein manifolds with Emstem constants " 加 respec
tively. Then, the doubly warped product mamfold (M — g}is
an Einstein mamfold with Emstem constant k if and only if

'(妇一kh2)gab + (1 - n)/-2|| dh \\^gab + hf~2gab^sh

〜匚、 -p/-1Va/6 = 0, hxfa = 0,
(4.5) _

(為 一 kf2)gxy + (1 ~p)h~2\\ df \\^gxy

+ fh~2gxy^gf - nh~^xhy = 0

Using (2.6) and Lemma 4.1, we have

Lemma 4.5. Let 农(resp. cr) be the canonical projection of the 
doubly warped product mamfold (M, g) onto (B、g) [resp. (F\g)). Then 
a zs harmomc iff h is constant, and 7r zs harmonic iff f is a constant.

By virtue of Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, we get

Theorem 4.6. Let (B〉g) and (F, g) be Emstem mamfolds with 
Etnstem constants k. 加 respectively, and % and a harmomc maps.
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Then, the doubly warped product manifold {M = g) is an
Emstem manifold with Einstem constant k zf and only if

(4.6) k = h~^ki = /~2A；2-
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